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Fashionably Functional
Farmhouse apron front sinks make a style statement 

because the beautifully glazed material extends to the  

front of the sink, running alongside lower cabinets. 

Reversible Design
Elkay® elevates style to the next level with our reversible 

farmhouse sinks that allows you to select between two 

design statements. These sinks can be installed with 

either a traditional flat front or with a decorative band 

across the top.

A Sink for Every Style and Need
Single Bowl | Double Bowl | Aqua Divide™  

Farmhouse | Undermount Prep or Bar

Shown on Cover: SWUF3320WH

SWUF32189WH

The timeless look of fireclay is at home in 
any décor from traditional to contemporary.



3*Available on select models.

Strength: The finest fireclay is fired at high 

temperatures for long-lasting durability that is 

scratch and stain resistant.

Easy to Clean: Available with a glossy surface 

(in Biscuit and White) or a matte surface (in Gray).  

Aqua Divide™: Low center wall allows pan handles 

to extend over the middle, making it easy to wash 

large items, like baking sheets, over both bowls.

Porcelain Glaze: Smooth finish is easy to clean.

Quiet: Thick material naturally minimizes sound 

for a quieter time at the sink.

Drain Fittings: These sinks use standard drain 

fittings; sold separately.

Bottom Grids: Custom-sized grids have properly 

positioned drain openings to cover the bottom of 

Elkay sink bowls.

Farmhouse

Undermount
SWU1517
16-3/8" x 18-7/8" x 10-1/8"

Min. Cabinet Size: 18"

SWUF28179
29-7/8" x 19-3/4" x 10-1/16"

Min. Cabinet Size: 33"

Available in matte Gray

SWUF2520
24-3/8" x 19-5/8" x 10-1/8"

Min. Cabinet Size: 27"

SWUF32189
33" x 19-15/16" x 10-1/8"

Min. Cabinet Size: 36"

SWUF3320
33" x 20" x 10-1/8"

Min. Cabinet Size: 36"

Featuring: Aqua Divide 

Includes: Walnut cutting board

SWUF28179MG

SWUF3320WH

Biscuit (BI)

Glossy

Gray (MG)*

Matte
White (WH)

Glossy

Colors



ABOUT ELKAY
Family owned since 1920, Elkay® offers high-quality, innovative plumbing products and delivers excellent customer service. Like your 

family, Elkay has values and traditions that endure; like a commitment to sustainability and to our country.

Headquartered in Oak Brook, Illinois, Elkay is an American-owned and -operated company, providing thousands of jobs that support 

our families and communities. We are proud to be America’s No. 1 selling kitchen sink company.
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